
Costco Run 
 
A reflection on the day, for your consideration 
 
I was having a bad day  … self pity because my sciatic hip hurt a lot, angry at the latest  
Church sex abuse scandal in the news, frustrated because the last support group did 
not go the way I planned, asking where is the Holy Spirit is in all this and where is my 
guardians angel anyway… on vacation ? 
 
And now a Costco run was overdue. I had put it off until the last minute because and I 
did not look forward  to pushing a cart up and down football field size aisles and 
steering around people queuing up by the tables where ladies in hair nets offered 
free food sample.  
 
So, now I was out of everything … not one piece of copy paper  … printer running dry 
…. low on paper towel and laundry detergent….out of bottled water .. sigh.  
Pulling into the parking lot,  I saw that it was a zoo and I remembered it’s the Friday of 
Memorial Day week end …oh, swell ! 
 
I circled the lot once …. nothing. As I gave up and crossed in front of the store to 
leave, the car in front of me started to back out of a parking space. I  waited and 
pulled in to it 20 feet from the front door … in the shade !  I threw my purse into a 
cart next to my car, which someone had ditched instead of returning it, and headed 
inside. Avoiding the food aisles, I ventured out with my list in hand. They had not 
shuffled all the stock around again so I found what I needed in just a few minutes. 
Feeling a little less stress now. 
 
As I looked at the lines at the check out register, a checker put his hand on my cart 
and said, “I’m open over here”. Ten minutes later I was loading my purchases in the 
trunk of my car and an attendant who was returning abandoned carts said, “I’ll take 
that, miss. Have a nice day”. 
 
Driving home I remembered the prayer I had been saying as I was driving to Costco.  
…“ The world  is in turmoil and I am having some serious doubts. Where are You in all 
this? Are You here? Then I thought about what just happened at Costco. So I am 
taking the answer as a “Yes 
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